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Custom Operator Support 

Copyright (c) 2013 Objectivity, Inc.  

All Rights Reserved 

This is informal user documentation for the feature that lets you add custom operators for 

use in the Objectivity predicate query language (PQL).  

This feature has been updated for the 11.2 release. 
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Purpose of Custom Operator Support 
Custom operator support lets you provide your own operators, either as additions to or 

substitutions for the built-in operators provided by Objectivity. These custom operators 

have the same capabilities provided to the built-in ones, including utilization in PQL. 

 

Note: The pre-Release 10.0 mechanism for creating application-defined operators is 

obsolete. If your existing application created its own custom operators, you must recreate 

those custom operators using the mechanism described in this document. 

Intended Users 

Custom operator support is intended for:  

PQL or expression tree users who need the ability to create their own operators with 

all the capabilities afforded those provided by Objectivity.  

Custom operator support will be used by: 

All binding users—although initially custom operators must be created in C++, all 

bindings will be able to utilize the custom operators within PQL strings. 

Custom operator support is of interest to users that serve as: 

Application developers—responsible for application logic and coding.  
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Conceptual Model 

Note: This document uses C++ as the binding language for all diagrams, APIs and 

examples.  

Overview 

Out-of-the-box, Objectivity provides built-in operators that are designed to cover 

common query/object-qualification needs.  However, given the variety of query/object-

qualification problems to be solved, users need the ability to supplement (or even 

supplant) these built-in operators.  End users can now add custom operators to solve their 

unique needs. 

Operators (and the expressions they are added to) can be used in many ways: 

 Called out in a PQL predicate passed to a scan or parallelScan operation. 

 Added explicitly to a predicate expression and passed to a scan or parallelScan 

operation through an ObjectQualifier instance.  The expression can originate from 

a query builder or from a non-PQL language. 

 Utilized in a more generalized query expression (such as for LINQ or SQL). Such 

a query expression is not limited to a Boolean result like that of a PQL predicate 

expression; the more generalized query expression can return objects or 

projections of objects instead of a simple true/false response to a 

scan/parallelScan operation.  
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The following diagram illustrates the main abstractions for custom operator support. 
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Definition of Terms 

The combination of literals, attributes and operators form an expression. 

 Literals are values that remain constant over all objects being qualified.   

 Attributes are named values obtained directly or indirectly from the object being 

qualified. 

 Operators provide algorithms that devise values based on values obtained from 

their operands, which may be the results of attributes, other operators, or literals.   

In the context of an operator expression, which is composed of an operator and a list of 

operands:  

 An ExpressionResultSpec represents the result type of an operand or an 

expression.  

 An ExpressionResult represents the evaluation result of an operand or an 

expression. 

See the Expression Tree Interface advanced topic on this website for information about 

the Expression, ExpressionResultSpec and ExpressionResult classes. 

Operator Definition 

The class Operator is the abstract base class for all built-in and user-defined operator 

classes and defines the member attributes and common APIs for all operators. 

To create a custom operator, you need to derive a concrete class from the Operator class 

and implement certain virtual functions.  Part of that implementation includes setting 

basic properties for the operator in its constructor. 

Setting Properties 

An operator has the following basic properties: 

 name: name of the operator. 

 description: description for the operator. 

 doesChangeClassContext: flag to indicate whether this operator changes the 

original class context during the evaluation. The doesChangeClassContext flag is 

set to  true if the class context will be changed while evaluating operands. 
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The following categories of built-in operators change class context during 

evaluation, so their doesChangeClassContext flags are set to true:   

o Path operators (.) 

o Type access operators (AS_TYPE,  ELEMENTS_AS_TYPE ) 

o Subscript operators ([]) 

o Set comparison operators based on a Boolean expression (ANY, ALL, 

OF) 

Take the path operator (.) as an example. Assume MyClass has a ref attribute of 

class MyRefClass, and MyRefClass has a refAttr attribute.  To evaluate 

"ref.refAttr", the class context is changed from the original MyClass to 

MyRefClass in order to get the value of refAttr to return. So, the 

doesChangeClassContext flag for the path operator is set to true. 

Take another example that uses set comparison operators that are based on a 

Boolean expression (ANY, ALL, OF). For these, doesChangeClassContext is set 

to true. During the evaluation of these operators, the class type of the element type 

of the first operand (a collection) is passed to evaluate the second operand for the 

predicate. 

Assume the following predicate is used to qualify Employer objects: 

ANY(employees, name == “Mark”) 

During evaluation, the class context  is  changed from “Employer” to “Employee” 

while evaluating the predicate operand  “name == „Mark‟”: 

 

In contrast, for set comparison operators that are based on equality 

(ANY_EQUAL, ALL_ EQUAL, OF_ EQUAL), doesChangeClassContext is set 

to false because the class context does not change during the evaluation of 

operands. 
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Assume the following predicate is used to qualify Employer objects:  

ANY_EQUAL(employees.name, “Mark”)  

During evaluation,  the original class context “Employer” is used to evaluate both 

operands (the second operand is a literal that does not require a class context 

change): 

 

 minNumberOfOperands: minimum number of operands. 

 maxNumberOfOperands: maximum number of operands. A value of 0 indicates 

no limit when minNumberOfOperands is non 0. If both minNumberOfOperands 

and maxNumberOfOperands are 0, the operator takes no operands. 

 resultSpec: the result spec (compatible result types) for this operator. 

 precedenceLevel: the precedence level for this operator. 

The basic properties for an Operator instance are set by calling the setProperties(...) 

method from the operator‟s constructor.   

The following example demonstrates how the properties are set for the  AND operator. 

AndOperator::AndOperator() 

{ 

  const char* name = "And"; 

  const char* description = "Logical conjunction (AND)"; 

  bool doesChangeClassContext = false; 

  int minNumberOfOperands = 2; 

  int maxNumberOfOperands = 0; // unlimited 

  ExpressionResultSpec resultType(oocQBool); 

  uint32 precedenceLevel = 110; 

 

  // Set the properties 

  setProperties(name, description, doesChangeClassContext,  

               minNumberOfOperands, maxNumberOfOperands, resultType, 

               precedenceLevel); 

  addToken("&&"); 

  addToken("AND"); 

} 
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The property values can be retrieved through a set of get functions: 

 getName() 

 getDescription() 

 getDoesChangeClassContext() 

 getMinNumberOfOperands() 

 getMaxNumberOfOperands()  

 getResultSpec()  

 getPrecedenceLevel(). 

If the custom operator is to be recognizable in a PQL string or used in a scan or 

parallelScan operation, then it needs at least one token name.  That token name along 

with input and output characteristics is used to match an operator used within a PQL 

string with the actual operator (see Operator Matching for details).  Multiple tokens 

can be added for operators that have optional PQL representations; for example, the Or 

operator has two tokens, OR and ||. 

To access an operator's token list (represented by an NameList object), call the 

getTokens() method. The NameList class provides the following methods to maintain a 

list of names: addName(), getName() and getNumberOfNames(). 

Some operators have a fixed number of operands, such as !=, which always has 2 

operands; some operators can have an unlimited number of operands, such as and; and 

some operatos can have 0 operands. The Operator methods getMinNumberOfOperands() 

and getMaxNumberOfOperands() are provided for returning the minimum and maximum 

number of operands for an operator.  

 If an operator has at least one operand and can have an unlimited number of 

operands, the following condition returns true: 

getMinNumberOfOperands() > 0 && getMaxNumberOfOperands() == 0 

 If an operator has 0 operands, the following condition returns true: 

getMinNumberOfOperands()  ==0 && getMaxNumberOfOperands() == 0 

The Operator class defines the signatures of the virtual functions that each custom 

operator must  override in its derived class.  
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Implementing Required Methods 

The following virtual functions must be overridden by all Operator subclasses: 

 ExpressionResultSpec getValidOperandResults(int operandNumber)  
Returns the valid result types for the specified number of operands. 

This is used by the Objectivity plugin framework for operator matching and 

validation. Query builders can also use this to guide user selection. 

 void evaluate(OperatorExpression* operatorExpression, 

EvaluationContext& context, ExpressionResult& result) 
Produces the evaluation result of the given operator expression under the given 

evaluation context. This method implements the main logic of the operator, and it  

is called through the qualification method doesQualify() during object 

qualification. 

 

The EvaluationContext  class contains all the evaluation context data, represented 

by the EvaluationContextComponent class, made available for the evaluation of 

an expression tree during object qualification.  

 

Typically, the EvaluationContext instance is simply a reference to the object 

being qualified. If additional data is needed, user-defined evaluation context data 

can be added to the EvaluationContext. This data can then be retrieved and used 

from the evaluate method of the custom operator. 

 

During object evaluation, an instance of EvaluationContext is provided in one of 

the following ways: 

 Created internally by the ObjectQualifier.  

 Passed in by the caller if additional evaluation context data is needed.   

The EvaluationContext instance will be passed to the evaluate method call from 

the root node of the expression tree down to each node of the expression tree.  

Implementing Additional Methods  

The following virtual functions need only be overridden under certain conditions: 

 ExpressionResultSpec computeSpecificResultSpec (OperatorExpression* 

operatorExpression) 
Determines the actual result type.  Because some operators can have multiple 

result types, computeResultType() is provided to determine the actual and specific 

result type for the passed-in operator expression based on its operands‟ types.   

This is used by the plugin framework for operator matching and validation. Query 

builders can also use this to guide user selection. 

Note: computeSpecificResultSpec refines the result spec specified by 

setProperties(). Operators need to override this method only if  the result type is 

different than that specified by setProperties(). 
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For example, the result type in properties for arithmetic operators is 

oocQNumeric. The actual result type is the type of its operands, which could be 

oocQUint, oocQInt or oocQFloat. So, all arithmetic operators need to  implement 

computeSpecificResultSpec to get the actual result type. 

See Expression Tree Interface on this website for information about the 

OperatorExpression class. 

 void completeSetup(const OperatorExpression* operatorExpression, 

CompleteSetupContext& context) 
Allows the operator to perform any needed class context changes for its operands 

or additional operand validation.  The operator can also optionally perform 

predicate expression optimization here; refer to the optimize method for more 

information. 

Note: Operators need to override this method if the doesChangeClassContext 

property is set to true. This method can optionally be overridden if additional 

error checking is needed. When overridden, the implementation is responsible for 

calling completeSetup() on all of its operands and passing in the correct class 

context. If the class context for evaluating an operand is changed, a new 

CompleteSetupContext instance must be constructed with the new shape number 

and passed to the completeSetup call for that operand. 

 OperatorPresentationType getPresentationType (const OperatorExpression* 

operatorExpression) 
Returns the string presentation format for an operator expression when converting 

an expression tree back to a predicate string.   

For example, assume you have an operator A with two operands, b and c.  When 

converting to a PQL string, should it be presented in binary operator format as in 

“b A c” or in functional format as in “A(b,c)”.  

  

This method is used by ObjectQualifier::getPQLRepresentation(), which returns 

the PQL string representation for the predicate expression. 

 

The presentation type is defined by the enumeration OperatorPresentationType: 

 
enum OperatorPresentationType 

{ 

   oocUnaryOperatorPresentation, 

   oocBinaryOperatorPresentation, 

   oocFunctionOperatorPresentation, 

   oocPathOperatorPresentation, 

   oocSubscriptOperatorPresentation, 

   oocNameMapLookupOperatorPresentation 

}; 
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Note: Operators need to override this method only if the presentation type is 

different than:  

    1 operand—oocUnaryOperatorPresentation 

    2 operands—oocBinaryOperatorPresentation  

    3 or more operands—oocFunctionOperatorPresentation 

 unsigned getEvaluationCost(const OperatorExpression* 

operatorExpression) 
Returns a relative evaluation cost used to optimize for minimum evaluation time. 

This method is intended to be used for the operator expression optimization, 

sortOperandsForLowestCost. 

Note: The default behavior returns 1. Operators need to override this method only 

if they need to return a higher value. 

 void optimize(OperatorExpression* operatorExpression) 
Optimizes the operator expression to improve  performance. 

To improve qualification performance, the setup process (via the completeSetup 

method) for a custom operator can optionally perform predicate expression 

optimization. For example simplifying stack of like operators into one, such as "A 

AND B AND C AND D" becoming "AND(A, B, C, D)".   

Currently two optimizations are implemented in the following Operator member 

function: 

void doOptimize(OperatorExpression* operatorExpression, bool 

mergeLikeOperands, bool sortForLowestCost) const; 

o mergeLikeOperands—If set to true, merges the operands of operands 

using the same operator.  For example, the expression defined in the 

following diagram can be simplified to AND(A,B,C). 

 

 
 

o sortForLowestCost—If set to true, sorts the operands so that the lower cost 

operands comes before higher cost ones. 

AND 

A AND 

B C 
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Operators can optionally override the optimize method to improve performance 

by calling doOptimize() for the provided optimizations or implementing new 

optimizations. 

Note: Optimization is performed by default during the completeSetup call. To 

disable this, call setDefaultDoPerformOptimization(false) on the 

ExpressionTree class before ExpressionTree::setup(...) is called.   

See the Expression Tree Interface advanced topic on this website for information 

about the ExpressionTree class. 

Operator Registration 

In order for an operator to be available to query builders and parsers, a single instance 

must be created and registered with the operator registry. Because Operator does not 

contain expression-specific state information, this single instance of an operator can be 

used by any number of operator expressions.  Registered operators are organized into 

groups. The registry initially contains one group (named “Default”) that contains all 

Objectivity built-in operators. You contribute new operators by registering them to the 

default group or to a new group. 

OperatorGroupRegistry is a global resource that contains a list of operator groups 

represented by OperatorGroup, which in turn contains a list of operators represented by 

Operator. 

OperatorGroup provides the following API for adding, removing, or getting operators 

in an operator group: 

 getName(): get the operator group name. 

 addOperator(Operator* operator): register an operator to the operator group. 

 removeOperator(Operator* operator): unregister an operator from the operator 

group. 

 getNumberOfOperators(): return the total number of operators in the operator 

group. 

 getOperator(int index): get the operator with the specified index from the 

operator group. 

 getOperator(const char* operatorName): get the operator with the specified 

operator name from the operator group. 
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OperatorGroupRegistry provides the following static API for directly creating, getting, 

and removing operator groups from the registry for your application: 

 createAddOperatorGroup(const char* name): create an OperatorGroup and 

add it to the registry.   

 removeOperatorGroup(const OperatorGroup* group): remove an 

OperatorGroup from the registry. 

 getNumberOfOperatorGroups(): get the total number of operator groups in the 

registry. 

 getOperatorGoup(int index): get the operator group from the registry by index 

number. 

 getOperatorGoup(const char* name): get the operator group from the registry 

by the group name. 

 getCompatibleOperators(ExpressionResultSpec& resultType): get all 

operators that have a return type compatible with the specified result type. 

 getMatchingOperators(const char* tokenName): get all operators having a 

token name that matches the specified tokenName. 

Operator Matching 

During predicate-expression tree construction, if an operator expression is created with an 

operator token name, an operator instance needs to be selected from the operator registry 

before it can be used for object qualification. This operator matching is one of the 

operations performed as part of the setup for object qualification. 

For each operator expression constructed with a token, the setup process finds the 

operator that has the same token name and whose operands type and result type match 

those in the operator expression. 

The operator groups in OperatorGroupRegistry are prioritized by the order the operator 

group was added. The most recently added operator group has a higher priority than ones 

added earlier. So, if two operators with the same definition (same token name, operator 

name, result type and operand types) are registered in two different operator groups,  the 

one in the most recently added operator group is used.  
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Tasks 

This section describes the high level tasks needed to create a custom operator. These 

tasks include: 

 Defining an Operator 

 Registering  an Operator 

Defining an Operator 
 

To define a custom operator and make it available to query builders or in PQL 

expressions, do the following:  

 Define a class derived from Operator. 

 Implement the constructor, which sets the properties and adds tokens. 

 Override the following virtual functions for the defined operator:  

- getValidOperandResults(int operandNumber) 

- evaluate(OperatorExpression* operatorExpression,  EvaluationContext& 

context,  ExpressionResult& result)   

 Optionally override the following virtual functions: 

- computeSpecificResultSpec (OperatorExpression* operatorExpression) 

- completeSetup(const OperatorExpression* operatorExpression, 

ooTypeNumber shapeNumber ExpressionSetupErrorHandler* 

errorHandler) 

- getPresentationType(const OperatorExpression* operatorExpression) 

- getEvaluationCost(const OperatorExpression* operatorExpression) 

- optimize(OperatorExpression* operatorExpression) 

The following shows an example that implements a Mean operator. 

  #include "objy/query/Operator.h" 

  #include "objy/query/ExpressionTree.h" 

 

  using namespace objy::query; 

 

  //=================== Define the class MeanOperator ===================// 
  class MeanOperator: public Operator 

  { 

   public: 

      // Constructor 

      MeanOperator(); 

 

      // Returns the valid result types for the specified operand number. 

      virtual ExpressionResultSpec getValidOperandResultSpec 

         (int operandNumber) const; 
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      // Returns the actual result type for the specified OperatorExpression. 

      virtual ExpressionResultSpec* computeSpecificResultSpec 

         (const OperatorExpression* operatorExpression) const; 

 

      // Evaluates the result for the specified OperatorExpression against  

      // the specified object. 

      virtual void evaluate(const OperatorExpression* operatorExpression, 

         EvaluationContext& context,        

         ExpressionResult& result) const; 

 

      // Performs optimization 

      virtual void optimize(OperatorExpression* operatorExpression) const; 

   

  //============= Implement the constructor for MeanOperator ============// 
  MeanOperator::MeanOperator() 

  { 

     const char* name = "Mean"; 

     char* description = "Calculates the mean value of a list of numbers"; 

     bool doesChangeClassContext = false; 

     int minNumberOfOperands = 2; 

     int maxNumberOfOperands = 0; // unlimited 

     QDataType resultType = oocQNumeric; 

     uint32 precedenceLevel = 50; 

  

     // Set the properties 

     setProperties(name, description, doesChangeClassContext,  

                   minNumberOfOperands, maxNumberOfOperands, resultType,  

                   precedenceLevel); 

     addToken("mean"); 

     addToken("avg"); 

  }   

//================ Override the necessary methods ========================// 
 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ExpressionResultSpec 

MeanOperator::getValidOperandResultSpec(int operandNumber) const 

{ 

  return  ExpressionResultSpec(oocQNumeric); 

} 

 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ExpressionResultSpec* 

MeanOperator::computeSpecificResultSpec 

         (const OperatorExpression* operatorExpression) const 

{ 

   QDataType endResultType = oocQNoDataType; 

   const OperandList& operandList = operatorExpression->getOperandList(); 

   unsigned index; 

 

   QDataType resultTypeOfCurrentOperand; 

   for (index = 0; index < operandList.getNumberOfOperands(); ++index) 

   { 

      resultTypeOfCurrentOperand =  

         operandList.getOperand(index)->getResultSpec().getDataType(); 

      if (endResultType < resultTypeOfCurrentOperand) 

      { 

         endResultType = resultTypeOfCurrentOperand; 

      } 

   } 

   return new ExpressionResultSpec(endResultType); 

} 
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//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

void  

MeanOperator::evaluate(const OperatorExpression* operatorExpression, 

                       EvaluationContext& context,  

                       ExpressionResult& result) const  

{ 

   const OperandList& operandList = operatorExpression->getOperandList(); 

 

   unsigned index; 

   const Expression* currentOperand; 

   ExpressionResult resultOfCurrentOperand; 

 

   unsigned operandNum = operandList.getNumberOfOperands(); 

   uint64 resultUint = 0; 

   int64 resultInt = 0; 

   float64 resultFloat = 0; 

 

   for (index = 0; index < operandNum; ++index) 

   { 

      currentOperand = operandList.getOperand(index); 

      currentOperand->evaluate(context, resultOfCurrentOperand); 

 

      result.equalizeDataTypes(resultOfCurrentOperand); 

 

      switch(resultOfCurrentOperand.getResultSpec().getDataType()) 

      { 

         case oocQUInt: 

         { 

            resultUint += resultOfCurrentOperand.getUIntResult(); 

 

            if (index == operandNum-1)  

            { 

               resultUint = resultUint/operandNum; 

               result.setUIntResult(resultUint); 

            } 

            break; 

         } 

         case oocQInt: 

         { 

            resultInt += resultOfCurrentOperand.getIntResult(); 

 

            if (index == operandNum - 1)  

            { 

               resultInt = resultInt/operandNum; 

               result.setIntResult(resultInt); 

            } 

            break; 

         } 

         case oocQFloat32: 

         { 

            resultFloat += resultOfCurrentOperand.getFloat32Result(); 

 

            if (index == operandNum - 1)  

            { 

               resultFloat = resultFloat/operandNum; 

               result.setFloat64Result(resultFloat); 

            } 

            break; 

         } 
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case oocQFloat64: 

         { 

            resultFloat += resultOfCurrentOperand.getFloat64Result(); 

 

            if (index == operandNum - 1)  

            { 

               resultFloat = resultFloat/operandNum; 

               result.setFloat64Result(resultFloat); 

            } 

            break; 

         }      } 

   } 

} 

 

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

void  

MeanOperator::optimize(OperatorExpression* operatorExpression) const 

{ 

  doOptimize(operatorExpression, true, false); 

} 

 

Registering an Operator 

There are two approaches for registering custom operators: 

 Directly within your application. 

Registering custom operators directly within your application allows you to 

include your custom operator implementations in the same module as the rest of 

your application code, but limits their use to your application. 

 As a plugin. 

Registering custom operators as plugins means that you place your custom 

operator implementations in a separate module and notify Objectivity of their 

existence with plugin specifications.  With this approach, your custom operator is 

available to your application and to other applications such as: 

a. ooqueryserver (for parellelScan support) 

b. Objectivity Assist 

c. Your other applications 

Direct Registration 

There are two ways to perform direct operator registration: 

 Use the macro RegisterOperator: 

// add to the default group 

RegisterOperator(DEFAULT_GROUP_NAME, MeanOperator);  

 

Or 

 

// create a new group and add to it 

RegisterOperator(“myOperatorGroup”, AndOperator); 
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 Create an instance and register it using the public API:  

       // create an operator group in the registry 

       OperatorGroup* myOperatorGroup =   

           OperatorGroupRegistry::createAddOperatorGroup("myOperatorGroup"); 

  

       // register the operator to the operator group  

       myOperatorGroup->addOperator(new MeanOperator()); 

Registration as a Plugin 

The “Operator” extension point has been provided for users to register any custom 

operators through the Objectivity plugin framework.  

To create a plugin for your custom operator, add the following function in the custom 

operator implementation .cpp file, and build it as a separate dynamic library (a .dll on 

Windows or a .so or .sl on UNIX). 

void* createPlugin(const char* key) 

{ 

   if (strcmp(key, "mean") == 0) 

   { 

      return new MeanOperator(); 

   } 

   return 0; 

} 

To register the operator plugin, do the following: 

1. Create a directory named Operator inside the plugins directory  at the top 

level of your Objectivity installation hierarchy.  

2. Create a plugin specification file (PSF) and place it in the Operator directory.  

The following shows the PSF (named CustomOperators.plugin) for registering the 

Mean operator. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<ObjectivityPlugins> 

  <Plugin extensionPoint="Operator"> 

       <CppImplementation library="CustomOperatorPlugIn.dll" key="mean"/> 

       <Value name="name" value="mean"/> 

       <Value name="group" value="myOperatorGroup"/> 

  </Plugin> 

</ObjectivityPlugins> 

  

Note: If the “group” value is not specified, the operator is added to the default group. 

 

Multiple custom operators can be registered in a single PSF file, or each can be registered 

in its own PSF file. 

 

For more information about the plugin framework, refer to “Extending Objectivity/DB 

Features” in the Objectivity/DB Administration manual. 
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Reference Specifications 

The following classes provide support for custom operators.  

 

 Operator 

 EvaluationContext 

 EvaluationContextComponent 

 OperatorGroup 

 OperatorGroupRegistry 

 RegisterOperator 

 OperatorPresentationType 

 OperatorData 

 NameList 

 QDataType 

 ExpressionResultSpec 

 ExpressionResult 

 QCollection 

 QcollectionIterator 

 

Refer to the public header files in installDir/include/objy/query for details. 

Obsolete Items 

 class ooOperatorSet 

 global variable ooUserDefinedOperators 

 function-pointer type ooQueryOperatorType 

 global type ooDataType 

Platform-Specific Characteristics 

Currently custom operators can only be added in C++, though they can be used in any 

Objectivity programming interface. 

Backward Compatibility 

Anything that was done with R9.x custom operators can be accomplished with the new 

custom operators. However, any R9.x custom operators must be recreated using the new 

10.0 mechanism. 
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Configurations 

System Requirements 

This feature will work on all supported platforms. 

Packaging and Deployment 

Include Files:  

- objy/query/ExpressionTree.h,   

- objy/query/Operator.h 

For applications implementing custom operators, the new ExpressionTree.h header file 

must be included. The ObjectQualifier.h file must typically be included as well. On 

UNIX, applications need to link to libooObjectQualification.so  (or the same-named 

library with the appropriate extension for the particular UNIX platform) using the  

-looObjectQualification link option. On Windows, the ooObjectQualification.dll is linked 

automatically when you include the ExpressionTree.h or ObjectQualifier.h header file. 

For deploying an application that adds its own custom operators, the following libraries 

must be packaged and deployed:  

On Windows 

- ooObjectQualification.dll 

- ooObjectModelxx.dll 

- ooSchemaModelIntxx.dll 

- oopcre.dll 

- ooasxx.dll 

 

On UNIX 

- libooObjectQualification.so 

- libooObjectModelxx.so 

- libooSchemaModelIntxx.so 

- libPCRE.so 

- liboo_asxx.so 

Related Documentation 
 The Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language manual in your Objectivity 

documentation.  

 The information about the Objectivity/DB plugin framework in “Extending 

Objectivity/DB Features” in the Objectivity/DB Administration manual in your 

Objectivity documentation. 

 The Expression Tree Interface advanced topic  found on this website. 


